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by reading this piece with tact and following the steps outlined in the table below, you could find out
about the strengths and weaknesses of collocates for any given phoneme. this information can be
used to help you improve your speech and increase your understanding of how people hear and

speak. it could also be used to help you with your prose. the next step is to move into a collaborative
reading of the text with a colleague. the aim of this exercise is to use tact in a way that can lead to a

shared understanding of the poem, and to develop an understanding of what is happening in the
minds of the various interlocutors involved in the act of reading. the next stage of the exercise is to

draw on the knowledge gained to write about the significance of the poetry. your next step is to read
the poem for yourself, and use tact to find out about how your own mind works. is your mind

engaged in the task of comprehending the poetry, or are you reading it in a detached way? is the
text attracting your attention, or are you turning away from the task of comprehending it? if your

mind is disengaged, what in particular is this suggesting about your reading style, and the way you
perceive the world? on the basis of the answers, each of the two cros (aural and visual) was scored
for the number of collocates that were selected as strong for the selected phoneme. the following
are the results of the analysis: in accordance with the research results, the most effective tool that

was used in promotion of the reading level of the students in the process of their language training is
a screen adaptation, which creates a powerful sociocultural phenomenon of promotion of reading
books among the youth. furthermore, the text adaptation affects the value system of the recipient
and has an impact on the reader's decision whether to buy the book or not. for this purpose, it is

necessary to use screen adaptations as a way of promotion of books and reading among the youth,
but with immediate professional participation of teachers, parents, librarians, etc.
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the real meaning of “classic” is based on the fact that some people have been introduced to the
world of literature in the form of books and not only on the level of films or music. you may not be
interested in a work, but if you are introduced to it, your life perspective can change in an instant.
philosophers have long debated the value of reading. in the first instance, this question raised by
plato in phaedo was about the proper behavior of a serious philosopher in old age. he is shown

confronting the memory of his youth and the hellenic learning he once knew. if he is to philosophize,
he has to remember all that his mind once knew and believes should be brought forth afresh. the
road to knowledge and truth must always begin from the past, he explains, and that path can only

be opened by a thorough study of what is remembered. while plato points to the past and belief that
reading is essential for seeking knowledge, aristotle developed a different perspective. for him the

value of reading grew out of the medium through which it took place, namely, an ephemeral written
text. the philosopher in old age ought to read in order to nourish and confirm his memory, aristotle

asserts, but the way he reads will depend on the matter he is studying. so too the manner of reading
in which a child should approach philosophy will differ according to the nature of the subject, while

for a philosopher the fundamental requirement will be the philosophical attitude that he should bear
in all that he reads. but even the attitudes and behavior of teachers of the art of reading can have
great value. who is responsible for reading, might also be asked. here it is the teacher who is first

required to read a work aloud to the class. he must not read in an arrogant or irritated fashion, but in
a way that will penetrate the minds of the students. he should practice good manners by avoiding

interruptions when he is reading and by permitting as many questions as questions on the text arise
during the reading. lastly, it is upon the teachers reading that a school for the art of reading can be

established. 5ec8ef588b
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